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Solingen vs. Trinidad:

Coke 4 ears: Springtime in Atlanta´s surprise hit is
made in Germany
Ideal International Rock Star Sam Francisco from Germany creates NO COMMERCIAL song /
Tropical song of summer is dedicated to Coca Cola Feelings. It was not made with the intent to
promote the soft drink, but rather as an artistic homage from a passionate fan.
Atlanta. Just in time before hot summer days and nights "Springtime In Atlanta" convention
brought a music surprise as unusual as opulent: Accompanied by great interest, "newrock artist
Sam Francisco, ideal international rock star", known for unusual pop-rock-cocktails officially,
presented the song made to lead over Coca Cola Feeling into completely new dimensions.
People in authority and central parts of collectors clubs could make sure that the "strict inofficial
sponsor" of the most popular soft drink created an opulent memorial to the unique sparkle with his
happy tropic song NO COMMERCIAL. Turning great wheel of great emotions ideal international rock
star from Germany clears a path of pure experiencing up to summertime and beachparty under the
healthy slogan and sub title "On The Top Of The Action".
Visiting center of worldwide Coca Cola existance, Atlanta, for only a few days, One-Man-LaOla
inventor Sam Francisco may have changed the world, in fact: As result of his visit and leaving his
music single parcel inside coca cola headquarter the song is set up for the first practical proof now until the thumbs of supreme refreshing authority turn up automatically: Starting may 2016, NO
COMMERCIAL is officially on sale. As the name imlies, NO COMMERCIAL is not "advertising".
Message: Feelings known by any-one don´t need any promotion any more, advanced to be an art
object themselves.
A Coca Cola song of this intensity never existed, except maybe "Rum And Coca Cola" of the last
fourties. A fit sequel, but completely non-alcoholic, this time.
Sun glasses icon Sam Francisco now plans to produce fitting music video inside Coca Cola World and
using his own remarkable fundus of coke fan items. His personal preliminary conversations with
more or less high ranking representatives were promising - but more could not yet be revealed, the
32-aged German Singer Songwriter living in Solingen /Germany says with a wink.
The man of www.king-of-rock.com internet domain left one exclusive copy of his limited Atlanta
pressing NO COMMERCIAL single at the tomb of living king Elvis in Memphis, TN. Just for the feeling.
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